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Abstract

Crack initiation of scarf adhesive joints with similar adherents is predicted through 2D and

3D applications of the coupled criterion. The joint adhesive crack initiation topology and

loading are determined as a function of the joint angle and of the specimen width, using both

an energy and a stress criterion consisting of the maximum interface normal or shear stress

to strength ratio. Adherent/adhesive interface strength and toughness are determined by

indirect confrontation to experimental results under tensile loading. The blind application

of the proposed method to crack initiation of scarf adhesive joints under bending leads to

a good agreement with experimental data. Compared to the 2D case, the 3D application

of the coupled criterion allows determining the crack topology and leads to a slight better

agreement with experimental results.

Keywords: A. Epoxides; B. Steels; C. Fracture mechanics ; C. Finite element stress

analysis; Coupled Criterion

1. Introduction

Adhesively bonded joints are convenient to assemble several kind of materials and are

therefore used for the load transfer between structural elements in various industrial domains

including aerospace, automotive or civil engineering [1, 8]. In particular, scarf joint [16]

is an interesting kind of adhesive bonding that provides a larger adhesive bonding length

than typical butt joints [7]. The design of adhesive bondings in structures requires a good

knowledge of the mechanical response of the joints, including crack initiation prediction.
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Fracture of scarf adhesive joint is often predicted by performing only a stress analysis.

Chen and Cheng [7] studied analytically the 2D stress distributions in a scarf joint as a

function of the scarf angle and the elastic mismatch between the adhesive and the adherends.

Chaudhuri and Chiu [6] developed a three-dimensional eigenfunction expansion approach for

the prediction of the singular stress field at the scarf joint corner. Suzuki determined through

2D Finite Element (FE) simulations that these singular stress fields vanish for a 52◦ scarf

angle under tensile loading [32, 33]. Through 3D FE simulations, He et al. [14] and Nakano

et al. [30, 31] found that the singular stress at the interface corner was minimum for a

60◦ scarf angle. In several works, scarf joint failure is predicted using a stress criterion in FE

simulations. Kimiaeifar et al. [15] compared Von Mises, modified Von Mises, and maximum

principal stress criterions associated to a probabilistic model and showed that the choice of

the stress criterion was significant for scarf failure assessment [15]. Adin [2] studied the effect

of scarf angle on joint strain and failure load under tensile loading using FE calculations.

The load at failure was determined when Von Mises stress reached the adhesive strength

in the joint. Nakano et al. studied experimentally and numerically the influence of the

scarf angle on the joint adhesive failure under tensile loading [31] and bending [30]. The

failure stress was determined by comparing either Von Mises or maximum principal stress

criterion inside the adhesive to the adhesive strength. However, due to the singularity at the

adhesive/adherend interface corner and edges, this method seems mesh dependent (the finer

the mesh, the higher the stress near the corner). Comparing Von Mises stress criterion to

the adhesive strength might be adapted to predict the joint cohesive fracture since the crack

initiates within the adhesive. However, in the case of adhesive fracture, the crack initiates at

the adhesive/adherend interface. Therefore, this approach is no longer applicable because of

the stress singularity at the interface corner, as shown by Afendi et al. [3]. In this case, the

relevant fracture parameters that should be used for adhesive fracture study are those of the

interface rather than those of the adhesive [3, 11, 19].

From a physical point of view, crack initiation requires two necessary conditions to be

fulfilled simultaneously. The first condition states that the energy dissipated by the nucle-

ation of a crack must be higher than the one required to initiate this crack. The second

condition compares the tensile stress to the tensile strength prior to crack initiation. Both
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conditions can be expressed respectively as an energy and a stress criterion. By coupling

both criterions, crack initiation can be studied in the framework of Finite Fracture Mechan-

ics (FFM) as proposed by Leguillon [18]. The coupled criterion has already been applied to

various crack initiation configurations described in the extensive review proposed by Weiß-

graeber et al. [35], including fracture initiation of interfaces [21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29] and

joints [4, 28]. Until now, the coupled criterion has mainly be applied in 2D. Since Leguillon

extended the coupled criterion in 3D using matched asymptotic expansions [19], only few

3D applications have been performed [10, 11, 13]. Compared to the 2D case, where a crack

is generally described by its length and/or its orientation, a 3D crack may be described by

an infinite number of parameters [10, 35], which complexifies crack initiation analysis. Some

assumptions can be made in order to reduce the number of parameters describing the crack

shape [10, 13], hence preventing the real crack initiation shape determination. To overcome

this difficulty, Doitrand and Leguillon recently proposed a method for 3D crack shape de-

termination using the coupled criterion and applied it to interface crack initiation prediction

in aluminum-epoxy specimens under for point bending [11]. The possible cracks were de-

termined using the stress isocontours, so that the crack topology was described by a single

parameter. Then, crack initiation shape was determined as the one fulfilling the coupled

criterion that minimized the imposed loading.

In this paper, 2D and 3D applications of the coupled criterion are proposed that allows

determining the crack initiation loading and topology. The studied cases, described in section

2, are crack initiation under tensile loading and bending of scarf adhesive epoxy joints with

similar steel adherent [30, 31]. A brief recall of the coupled criterion is presented in section 3.

In section 4, 2D and 3D FE modeling of scarf joint are performed in order to determine crack

initiation. In section 5, the adherent/adhesive interface fracture properties (strengths and

toughness) are determined by confrontation of the numerical results to experimental data

from [31]. Then, the proposed method is applied to the blind prediction of crack initiation

in scarf joints under bending [30].
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Figure 1: The scarf joint specimen consisting of two steel adherends bonded by an epoxy layer adhesive.

2. Experimental tests and data

The numerical problem under investigation is adhesive fracture initiation prediction in

scarf joints under tensile loading and bending. The studied specimens are composed of

SS400 steel adherends bonded by 3M Scotch-Weld1838 epoxy adhesive [31]. The specimen

dimensions are depicted in Figure 1. Some experimental tests aiming at determining the

influence of the scarf joint geometrical parameters on the stress at failure have been performed

under tensile loading [31] and bending [30]. In these works, Nakano et al. determined the

failure stress as a function of the scarf angle (θ ={30,45,52,60,90}◦) for (i) a constant specimen

width w=32mm under bending and tensile loading or (ii) a constant adhesive bonding length

l=32mm under tensile loading. The studied specimens are h=9mm thick, L=200mm long

and the adhesive thickness t is 0.1mm. The varying specimen dimensions in both cases are

summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Scarf angle θ (◦) 30 45 52 60 90

Adhesive bonding length l (mm) 64 45.25 40.6 36.95 32.0

Table 1: Adhesive bonding length l as a function of the scarf angle θ in the case of a constant specimen width

w=32mm.

Scarf angle θ (◦) 30 45 52 60 90

Specimen width w (mm) 16.0 22.6 25.2 27.7 32.0

Table 2: Specimen width w as a function of the scarf angle θ in the case of a constant adhesive bonding

length l=32mm.
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For all tested configurations under tensile loading or bending, a crack initiates at the

adherend/adhesive interface [30, 31]. Therefore, the relevant fracture parameters that should

be involved in crack initiation analysis are the adhesive/adherend interface strength and

toughness. It is difficult to identify experimentally these parameters by a direct approach.

Therefore, in the following, the interface fracture parameters are determined by indirect

confrontation to the experimental data in the case of tensile loading [30]. Then, a blind

application to crack initiation prediction under bending [31] is performed using the obtained

interface fracture parameters.

3. The coupled criterion for crack initiation prediction

3.1. The coupled stress and energy criterion

Two separate conditions must be fulfilled in order to ensure crack initiation [18]. On

the one hand, stress must be high enough to damage the material and on the other hand,

sufficient energy is required in order to open the crack. Both conditions can be expressed

mathematically as a stress and an energy criterion. The energy condition states that the

incremental energy release rate Ginc (i.e. the ratio between the change in potential energy W

due to crack initiation and the crack area S) must be higher than the material critical energy

release rate Gc (Equation (1)). Under the assumption of elasticity, the potential energy of

both the damaged and the undamaged material, and hence the incremental energy release

rate, are proportional to the square applied load σ0 (Equation (1)). In Equation (1), A only

depends on the specimen geometry and of the material mechanical properties.

Ginc =
∆W

S
=
W (0)−W (S)

S
= A(S) · σ2

0 ≥ Gc (1)

If the crack shape can be described by a set of parameters d = (d1, .., dn), A(S) can be deter-

mined by generating response surfaces of the potential energy change, ∆W , to the varying

parameters d by means of FE calculations with the corresponding cracked configuration [10].

The stress condition states that at crack initiation, the crack surface must be overloaded.

It means that a stress criterion f must be fulfilled on the whole crack surface prior to crack

nucleation. Under the assumption of elasticity, the stress is proportional to the applied load
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Figure 2: Imposed loading at crack initiation as a function of the crack area obtained using stress (in blue)

and energy (in red) criterions. Among all admissible initation configurations (zone in purple), crack initiation

configuration is determined as the one that minimizes the imposed loading (i.e., for S = S∗).

σ0 (Equation (2)). Therefore, only one elastic calculation is needed to compute the stress

condition.

f(σ) = k(S) · σ0 ≥ 1 (2)

The crack configuration at damage initiation (i.e. d∗ and S∗) can be determined as the con-

figuration for which both the stress and the energy conditions are satisfied that minimizes the

imposed loading. If A and k are monotonic function of S, such a configuration is determined

by combining and solving Equations (1) and (2) (cf. Equation (3)).

A(S)

k(S)2
=
Gc

σ2
c

(3)

The solution of the coupled criterion in this case is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the

imposed loading necessary to fulfill the stress (in blue) and the energy (in red) criterions

as a function of the crack area S. The purple area represents all the configurations for

which the coupled criterion is fulfilled, i.e., all cracks that are likely to initiate at a certain

imposed loading. Among them, the crack initiation configuration is determined as the one

that minimizes the imposed loading, which corresponds to a crack of area S∗ and a loading

level σ∗.
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3.2. The case of non monotonic stress evolution

Under tensile loading, it has been shown that the stresses do not exhibit a monotonic

evolution along the adhesive/adherend interface of scarf joints [5, 9, 31]. The different con-

figurations that can thus be encountered when solving the coupled criterion are shown in

Figure 3.

If the solution S∗ of Equation (3) is small enough so that σ∗ < σmin (Figure 3a), or

high enough so that the σ∗ > σmax (Figure 3b), the crack initiation area and load are S∗

and σ∗, similarly to a monotonic stress evolution (cf. Figure 2). However, the case where

σmin < σ∗ < σmax leads to alternative crack initiation configurations (Figure 3c and d),

depending on the value of S∗. If S∗ > S1max (where S1max is the crack area corresponding

to the local maximum of the stress criterion, cf. Figure 3c), solving Equation (3) leads to

an initiation stress σ∗ < σmax. However, as stated previously, the stress criterion must be

fulfilled on the whole surface of the crack prior to crack initiation, which implies that a crack

of area S∗ may initiate only for a crack initiation loading σ∗ ≥ σmax. Therefore, the crack

initiation area and loading are S2max and σmax rather than S∗ and σ∗ (Figure 3c). This

configuration has been encountered by Leguillon et al. [20] in fracture initiation prediction

of layered ceramics. The last possible configuration is obtained if σmin < σ∗ < σmax and

S∗ < S1max (Figure 3d). It is clear that a crack of area S∗ (1st crack in Figure 3d) is an

admissible initiation crack. However, contrary to the other configurations, another crack of

maximum area S2 − S1 (2nd crack in Figure 3d) may also initiate since the stress criterion

is also fulfilled in this zone. In this case, it is necessary to study the competition (using the

energy criterion, see e.g. [24]) between the nucleation of both cracks in order to determine

which crack (and possibly both) initiates.

3.3. The choice of the stress criterion

Kimiaeifar et al. [15] demonstrated that the choice of the stress criterion is of primary

importance for scarf joint failure prediction. Interface failure is classicaly determined using a

stress criterion combining the tensile and shear stress to strength ratios [4, 12, 17, 27]. In the

studied case, it can be shown by studying an idealized model with an infinitesimally small

interface that such a criterion may not be adapted to failure stress prediction.
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Figure 3: Possible coupled criterion solutions for a non-monotonic stress evolution. The purple zone indicates

the configurations fulfilling the coupled criterion, among which the crack initiation configuration area S∗ and

loading σ∗ can be determined (a-c). Depending on the energy criterion, a second crack is also likely to initiate

(d).

The adhesive thickness (t = 0.1mm) is really small compared to the specimen dimensions

(cf. Section 2). In a first approximation, a simple scarf joint specimen model with an

infinitesimally small interface under uniform tensile loading may be studied. The interface

normal (σnn) and shear (τns) stresses can be expressed as a function of the imposed stress σ0

and of the scarf angle θ (Equation (4)).

 σnn = σ0 · sin2θ

τns = σ0 · cosθ · sinθ
(4)

Therefore, a criterion (f1) combining shear and normal stress to strength ratios may be

deduced from Equation (4) (cf. Equation (5), where σc and τc are the interface normal and

shear strengths).

f1(θ, σ0) =

√
(
σnn
σc

)2 + (
τns
τc

)2 =
σ0
σc
·
√
sin2θ · (sin2θ + (

σc
τc

)2 · cos2θ) (5)

For a given scarf angle θ, the failure stress σfailure(θ) such that f1(θ, σfailure(θ)) = 1 can be

determined as a function of the normal and shear strengths. Figure 4a shows the obtained

failure stress evolution as a function of the scarf angle for several shear to normal strength

ratios. It is clear that, whatever the tensile to shear strength ratio, this criterion does

not allow reproducing the experimentally observed failure stress trend that increases from
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Figure 4: Failure stress as a function of scarf angle obtained using a stress criterion f consisting of (a) a

combination of or (b) the maximum between tensile and shear stress to strength ratios for several shear to

normal strength ratios.

45◦ to 60◦ scarf angles and then decreases for 90◦ scarf angle [31]. This trend can, however,

qualitatively be well reproduced by employing a stress criterion consisting of the maximum

between normal or shear stress to strength ratios (Figure 4b). Coupled with the energy

criterion, this stress criterion will therefore be used in the following for scarf joint crack

initiation determination.

4. Scarf joint and crack initiation modeling

The application of the coupled criterion to the studied case requires the modeling of scarf

joint specimens and boundary conditions representing bending and tensile loading. The full

modeling of four point bending or tensile test as illustrated in [30] and [31] would be non-

linear, due to the contact between the spans and the specimens. Talmon l’Armée et al. [34]

highlighted the possiblity to apply the coupled criterion in a nonlinear framework, however

triggering much more complexity than in a linear elastic case. Therefore, the choosen bound-

ary conditions, depicted in Figure 5a-b in the 2D case, ensures a linear elastic framework for

the coupled criterion application, which means that the stress and the energy are respectively

proportional to the imposed loading and the square imposed loading. For all the scarf joint

configurations indicated in Tables 1 and 2, 2D meshes consisting of 4 nodes element have
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Figure 5: (a) 2D FE model boundary conditions for (a) tensile loading and (b) bending. (c) 2D and (d) 3D

meshes of a specimen with a 30◦ scarf angle and zoom on the adherend/adhesive interface corner.

been generated and extruded in order to obtain 3D meshes, the meshes being refined in the

vicinity of the adhesive/adherend corner (Figure 5c-d). The material mechanical properties

used in the FE calculations are taken from [31] : Eadherend = 209 GPa, νadherend = 0.29 for

steel and Eadhesive = 3.34 GPa, νadhesive = 0.38 for epoxy.

The computation of the energy criterion requires the calculation of the potential en-

ergy of both the undamaged and damaged configuration, which requires the generation of

the corresponding cracked meshes. 2D cracked mesh generation is straightforward since

the adherend/adhesive interface crack is described by only one parameters, i.e., its length.

Therefore cracked meshes are obtained by doubling the nodes along the adhesive/adherend

interface to obtain a cracked mesh with a given crack length. 3D cracked mesh generation is

more complex, since it requires the determination of the 3D crack shape. The same method

as proposed in [11] is used herein, which consists in determining the possible crack shape

based on the stress criterion isocontours. The advantages of this method is that the 3D crack

topology is described by a single parameter, and that the stress condition of the coupled

criterion (i.e. the stress criterion must be fulfilled on the whole surface of the crack prior

to crack initiation) is strictly fulfilled. For each studied configuration, a first calculation

has been carried out in order to determine the 2D (under plane strain assumption) and 3D

stress fields at the adhesive/adherend interface and hence compute the stress condition of the
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Figure 6: 15◦ scarf joint specimen adherend/adhesive interface normal stress (a) field and (b) isovalues. (c)

2D mesh whose topology follows the crack shape determined using the stress isocontour value indicated in

(b).

coupled criterion (cf. Section 3.1) and the stress criterion isocontours in order to determine

the possible crack initiation shapes. Figure 6a shows the interface normal stress field under

bending for a 15◦ scarf joint specimen whose dimensions are given in section 2 and Table

1. Given a value of the stress criterion isocontours (depicted in Figure 6b), an automated

approach has been developped in order to generate a 2D mesh of the interface whose topology

includes the crack shape based on this isocontour value (Figure 6c). The 3D scarf joint spec-

imen mesh is then obtained by extrusion and shearing of this 2D mesh. The nodes located

on the crack surface are finally unbuttoned in order to obtain the cracked mesh and compute

the potential energy release (cf. Section 3.1). It can be noted that the same mesh topology is

used to compute the potential energy release, the unbutonned crack surface nodes being the

only difference between the undamaged and the crack mesh, hence reducing the numerical

errors. For each specimen configuration (cf. Tables 2 and 1), 15 stress isocontour values have

been chosen and the corresponding meshes have been generated in order to compute W (S).

The FE calculations have been performed using Zébulon FE solver [36].
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Figure 7: 2D Incremental energy release rate as a function of the normalized cracked length for (a) 15◦ and

(b) 45◦ scarf joints.

In previous studies [5, 31], it has been shown that the stress singularity at the ad-

herend/adhesive interface corner (and therefore crack initiation) depends on the scarf angle.

In the present work, the interface corners for which the stresses are singular have been de-

termined using calculations on undamaged configurations. In 2D (respectively in 3D), the

stress field is singular at two (respectively four) adherend/adhesive corners, symmetrically

located with respect to the joint center. In 2D, whether one or two corner cracks initiate

can be determined by computing the incremental energy release rate for both configurations

(Figure 7), the stress criterion being fulfilled for the same loading level for both cracks due to

the stress field symmetry. For small enough cracks, similar incremental energy release rates

associated with one or two crack initiation are obtained, since both cracks are far enough so

that they do not interact with each other. For larger crack, however, both cracks interact and

one crack is more likely to initiate than two, which might be due to a shielding effect. Similar

results are obtained in 3D, leading to the conclusion than a single corner crack is more likely

to initiate. The same phenomenon was also observed for 3D crack initiation in bimaterial

specimen under four point bending [11]. Therefore, in the following, all the presented results

concern the initiation of a single corner crack.

In section 3.2, it has been shown that for a non monotonic stress evolution, the competition

between a crack starting from the corner or not (both crack lengths (in 2D) or shapes (in

3D) being determined based on stress isovalues) must be studied. This can be determined by
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computing the incremental energy release rate for the following configurations : (i) a single

corner crack (depicted as the 1st crack in Figure 3), (ii) a single non-corner crack (illustrated

as the 2nd crack in Figure 3) and (iii) both cracks. Similar incremental energy release rates

associated to either a single non-corner crack or both cracks are obtained, which are much

larger than the one associated to a single corner crack initiation. Therefore, either a single

non-corner crack or both cracks are more likely to initiate than a single corner crack. This

may be explain by the stress criterion local maximum (cf. Figure 3) that is attained for a

really small crack length (in 2D) or surface (in 3D) for which the energy release rate is small.

5. Numerical and experimental crack initiation results

2D and 3D applications of the coupled criterion to crack initiation prediction in scarf

joints require the knowledge of the adhesive/adherend interface critical energy release rate

and normal and shear strengths. These parameters are difficult to identify experimentally

in a direct maneer, but can be determined by indirect confrontation to experimental results,

which is done using the experimental results under tensile loading from [31]. Then, crack

initiation is predicted in the case of bending and confronted to the experimental results from

[30].

5.1. Crack initiation under tensile loading

The coupled criterion presented in section 3.1 is applied to crack initiation determination

in scarf joints under tensile loading. By indirect confrontation to the experimental results

taken from [31], the interface fracture parameters are determined in both 2D and 3D cases.

This is done by minimizing the difference between experimental crack initiation stresses and

numerical predictions in a least square sense.

o 2D case : Gc
2D = 85.0 10−3 MPa mm, σ2D

c = 26.7 MPa, τ 2Dc = 15.2 MPa

o 3D case : Gc
3D = 90.0 10−3 MPa mm, σ3D

c = 26.7 MPa, τ 3Dc = 10.2 MPa

While similar values of both critical energy release rate and tensile strength are obtained,

3D simulations lead to a lower shear strength than in 2D. Figure 8 shows crack initiation

stress as a function of the scarf angle obtained in 2D (Figure 8(a-b)) and 3D (Figure 8(c-d))
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Figure 8: Crack initiation stress σfailure as a function of the scarf angle θ obtained experimentally [31] and

numerically using (a-b) 2D and (c-d) 3D applications of the coupled criterion (CC) in the case of (a and c)

a constant specimen width w and (b and d) a constant specimen bonding length l.

for a constant specimen width ((Figure 8(a and c)) or bonding length (Figure 8(b and d))

using the fracture parameters obtained by indirect confrontation to the experimental results.

Even if the fracture parameters have been determined so as to best fit the experimental

results, a satisfying agreement between numerical and experimental results is obtained since

the experimental trend is well reproduced numerically. 3D simulations lead to a slighty better

quantitative agreement with the experimental data compared to 2D results.
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5.2. Crack initiation prediction under bending

The coupled criterion is now applied to crack initiation prediction in scarf joint specimen

under bending, using the fracture parameters determined in the previous section. Figure 9

shows crack initiation bending moment as a function of the scarf angle obtained experimen-

tally [30] and numerically through 2D (Figure 9a) and 3D (Figure 9b) simulations. The stress

evolution observed experimentally is qualitatively well reproduced using both 2D and 3D ap-

proach. Similarly to the tensile loading case, 3D simulations lead to a better quantitative

agreement with experimental data then the 2D approach.

6. Conclusion

The proposed application of the coupled criterion allows adhesive fracture initiation pre-

diction in scarf joints. Crack initiation topology and critical load under tensile loading and

bending are determined through 2D and 3D FE simulations of undamaged and cracked scarf

joint specimens. Unlike most approach involving a single stress criterion (generally Von Mises

or Maximum principal stress criterion) for scarf joint crack initiation prediction, both an en-

ergy criterion and a stress criterion are employed. A criterion consisting of the combination

of normal and shear stress to strength ratios, classicaly used for interface crack initiation

prediction does not allow reproducing the experimentally observed crack initiation stress as
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Figure 9: Bending moment at crack initiation as a function of the scarf angle θ obtained experimentally [30]

and numerically using (a) 2D and 3D applications of the coupled criterion (CC).
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a function of the scarf angle. This trend is well repoduced using a stress criterion consisting

of the maximum shear or tensile stress to strength ratio. 3D crack shapes are determined

based on the stress criterion isocontours. Due to the non monotonic stress evolution at the

adherend/adhesive interface under tensile loading, a non corner crack is more likely to initiate

than a crack starting from the corner.

Adhesive/adherend toughness and tensile and shear strengths are determined by indirect

confrontation to experimental results under tensile loading in the case of a constant width or

adhesive bonding length. While similar values of tensile strength and toughness are obtained

through 2D or 3D simulations, a lower shear strength is obtained using 3D simulations. The

blind application of the coupled criterion to crack initiation in scarf joint specimens under

bending leads to a good qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental crack

initiation stress evolution. Both under tensile loading and bending, 3D results give a slight

better quantitative agreement with experimental data.
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